THE GRACE COMPANY
Fine Quilting Frames – 2013 Retail Price List
Grace Frames are known for their smooth gliding carriage and track system. The Professional
Series Carriage ensures precise and accurate movement, perfect for small, intricate stitching.
All Grace machine quilting frames use a “no-baste” rail system. Each rail has the innovative
Fabri-Fast slot, making fabric attachment easy without the need for quilt tacks, tape or ties.
Bungee clamps are also included with each frame to achieve optimal side tension.
Each Grace machine quilting frame includes a complimentary Grace Speed Control.
Majestic Machine Quilter

$2,300.00

The Majestic is the latest machine quilting frame in the Grace line. Designed to give you the
optimal quilting experience, the Majestic has a dual-wheel track system which enhances stitch
quality, accuracy, and motion. Durable steel rails, height adjustable legs, and a fourth rail come
standard with this frame.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel Fabri-Fast Rails
Sets up in King (114”) or Crib (54”) work areas
Fits machines with throats up to 18”
Steel construction to withstand extended heavy use
Dual-wheel track system for improved carriage motion
Leveling feet
Set of four bungee clamps
Easy-to-use Hand Wheel on take up rail

Gracie King and Gracie Queen:
A quilting frame designed to fit your quilting style.
Quilt in comfort with the latest wood crafted quilting frames from The Grace Company. The
Gracie King and Gracie Queen bring you more features than any of our previous wood frames.
The Gracie King is our largest quilting frame yet, with a 122” work area. Both frames come with
height-adjustable legs so you can work at your ideal level. Both frames can be set up in a crib
size, and if you purchase the Gracie Queen, you can buy an extension kit to turn it into the
Gracie King any time you want.

Gracie King Machine Quilter

$1,695.00

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sets up in King, Queen and Crib work areas
Aluminum rails with Fabri-Fast easy fabric installation system
Smooth rolling professional series carriage for detailed stitching
Bungee clamps with tension locks
Fourth Rail (Gracie King and Extension Kit only)
Fits machines with up to 20” throat space
Leveling feet
Folding legs for easy storage
Pivoting rails
Easier side tension
Flip-Up rail lets you easily adjust your batting
QuiltMotion compatible

Little Gracie Queen Machine Quilter

$1,095.00

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum rails with Fabri-Fast easy fabric installation system
Smooth rolling professional series carriage for detailed stitching
Bungee clamps with tension locks
Flip-Up rail lets you easily adjust your batting
For any sewing machine up to 16” throat space
Easier side tension included
Folding legs for easy storage
QuiltMotion compatible

Gracie Extension and 4th Rail Kit

$ 599.00

Quilt CAD Pattern Design Software

$ 159.00

No more spending money on expensive pantograph books and patterns that you have to scale to
size! Use QuiltCAD to print custom-sized pantographs, blocks and borders from your home
computer. QuiltCAD comes with over 200 patterns, and you can create unlimited patterns of
your own – even design and trace patterns from photographs! Easily bring your ideas to life with
this user-friendly software. Designing and printing pantographs has never been so easy!
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes extensive library of over 200 patterns (blocks, continuous lines, corners and
more!)
Create and design your own pantographs, blocks and borders
Personalize your quilts by importing photography to trace and create patterns
Includes easy-to-follow tutorials
Works with Windows 2000, XP, Vista and Windows 7 operating systems
Optional Import / Export Modules available

* Printer not included

SureStitch Stitch Regulator

$ 795.00

The Grace SureStitch is both a stitch regulator and constant stitch speed control. In stitch
regulation mode, it takes advantage of your machine’s full range of speeds. As you speed up and
slow down, SureStitch adjusts your stitching speed, keeping your stitches more consistent.
Features:
•
•
•

Easy controls at your fingertips: on/off, pulse, stitch length
Dual-colour LED display warns you when you exceed your machine’s maximum speed.
Stitch speed button +/-

Pattern Perfect Basic Set

$ 250.00

The Grace Pattern Perfect adapts onto the carriage assembly and table top of your GMQ-Pro or
Little Gracie II. The stylus attachment follows the grooves, guiding you through the different
patterns and designs on the template. Achieve proficiency doing perfect, repeatable patterns with
very little practice! Combine and repeat patterns in interesting ways to create unique designs on
your quilt. Included in the Pattern Perfect: template stylus attachment and two templates with
four unique patterns each - Scallops & Vs and Dovetails & Waves.
Grace Speed Control

* Check our machine compatibility list

$

75.00

Features:
•
•
•

The Grace Speed Control puts the power of your foot pedal at your fingertips.
On/Off button to start and stop your machine.
Easy to use knob controls the stitching speed.

Goose-Neck Lamp with Brite-White Bulb

$

75.00

The Grace Goose-Neck Lamp will light up your projects, without getting in the way!
•
•

Compatible with any Grace machine quilting frame.
Brite-White Bulb included.

Brite-White Replacement Bulb
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Goose-Neck Lamp or Swing Arm Lamp
Simulates daylight for accurate colour matching
Soft light reduces eye-strain
Low heat
Energy-saving
Longer life than ordinary bulbs (up to 10,000 hours!)

$

25.00

Gracie Laser

$

49.00

Pattern tracing is easier than ever with the Gracie Laser.
•
•
•
•
•

Attaches to the front or back of your frame’s carriage!
Fully adjustable swivel
Battery powered (AA batteries not included)
No cords to get in the way
Comes with four different laser tips to control the size of your laser

Hand Quilting Frames:
Features:
The Z44 and EZ3 frames use a “no-baste” rail system. Each rail has the innovative Fabri-Fast
slot, making fabric attachment easy without the need for quilt tacks, tape or ties. These frames
are constructed of a high-quality Baltic Birch wood, with sturdy aluminum rails.
Z44 Pro 4-Rail Hand Quilting Frame

$ 750.00

The Z44 is The Grace Companys' top-of-the line hand quilting frame, as well as the most
adjustable frame on the market. Crafted from a high-quality Baltic Birch wood, it boasts height
adjustable legs and a tilting work area.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sets up in King (107”), Queen (93”), Twin (71”), and Crib (57”) work areas
Fourth rail
Folds for convenient storage
Height adjustable legs
Tilt adjustable work area (6 angles)
Large 50-tooth ratchets provide superior tension
Fabri-Fast Rails

Z44 Pro Super King Poles, Extends to 121”
Z44 Pro Castor Option

$
$

85.00
55.00

EZ3 Quilt Frame

$ 429.00

Like the Z44, the EZ3 is a convenient, adjustable hand quilting frame. Its work area can tilt to
four different angles and the entire frame folds up for space-saving storage during or after use.
It is also made out of Baltic Birch wood.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sets up in Queen (96”), Crib (64”), and Craft (32”) work areas
Tilt adjustable work area (4 angles)
Folds for convenient storage
30-tooth ratchets provide superior tension
Fabri-Fast Rails
Its streamlined design gives you the most quilting frame in the least amount of space
When in use, the EZ3 is only 23" front to back
Because of its unique "Z" design, your leg space is always preserved

Grace Quilt Frame Kit
(Includes complete plans, Cog Wheels and Stops)

$

65.00

GracieBee

$ 349.00

The GracieBee traditional-style quilting frame has many non-traditional innovations. Leg joints
easily slide together for a snug, sturdy, and balanced fit. Each leg rests on two separate feet,
eliminating wobble. All parts fit together without the need for any extra tools to create a uniquely
functional group quilting frame. When not in use, all of the pieces come together compactly for
convenient storage or travel.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Can be set up in 19 different sizes, ranging from 2’ x 2’ to 8’ x 12’
4 each of the following: 2’ rails, 4’ rails, 6’ rails, and rail connectors
All parts and tools included
Free box of quilters thumb tacks and one tack tool
All parts store together compactly for easy portability

Square Hoops:
Every Grace quilting hoop is based on a simple yet profound truth, square hoops are more ideal
for holding fabric than a round one. The square weave in fabric lends itself naturally to square
hoop quilting, and makes it easier to achieve good, even tension on all sides.
The GraceHoop2
Designed with your comfort in mind, the GraceHoop2 can adjust in height and angle to match
your work style.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Square hoop for even fabric tension
Stand accommodates a 24”, 18” or 14” diameter hoop
Included thread and scissor holders
Height adjustable arm
Tilt adjustable work area locks at any angle
Folds up for easy storage and transport
Swivels a full 360 degrees
Fabri-Fast Rails
Edge Tools for Side Tension

24” GraceHoop2 (Includes Edge Tool)
18” GraceHoop2 (Includes Edge Tool)
14” GraceHoop2 (Includes Edge Tool)

$ 379.00
$ 369.00
$ 355.00

Start-Right Quilting Hoop

$ 175.00

With a fully adjustable stand and a detachable lap hoop, it’s like two hoops in one! The StartRight Hoop can quickly detach from its stand to become a lap hoop. The swivel knob makes it
possible to quilt at any angle. The hoop and stand also break down easily to fit into the
convenient carrying case!
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

12” Hoop
Height adjustable stand
Tilt adjustable work area
Lap hoop can detach from stand
Convenient carrying case

Lap Hoops
The Grace Company Lap Hoops provide easy and comfortable options for hand quilting.
These 14” diameter hoops are perfect for up close and personal quilting.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable outer hoop for various fabric thicknesses
14” diameter hoop
Edge tools included for ideal fabric tension at edge and corners
Rotates 360 degrees *
Tilting work area can be locked at most comfortable angle *

* Swivel and rotating feature only available on Swivel Lap Hoops
14” Wood Swivel Lap Hoop (Includes Edge Tool)
14” Poly Swivel Lap Hoop (Includes Edge Tool)

$ 215.00
$ 149.00

TrueCut Cutting System:
The TrueCut cutting system is a new outlook on rotary cutting. Each product is designed with
innovative features to make rotary cutting easier, safer and more accurate. At the heart of the
TrueCut Rotary Cutting System is the innovative Ruler Track and Cutter Guide system, making
all of your cuts straight and precise every time. On each side of the ruler is a track that works
with the guide on the rotary cutter. As you move the cutter effortlessly along the ruler’s track, the
guide keeps your cutter from veering away or slipping off the ruler’s edge. All TrueCut cutters
and rulers are equipped with the track and guide system.
Additional Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ruler, now available in three sizes, in 1/8 inch increments
Ruler has labeled ¼ and ¾ inch marks for easy measurements
Slots placed along entire ruler for marking your fabric through the ruler.
Cutter includes blade guard and locking feature for safety
Cutter takes any brand 45mm blade
Cutter has textured side grips

TrueCut Linear Rotary Blade Sharpener

$

49.00

The linear sharpener extends the life of your blade!
You can sharpen your blade without even removing it from the cutter!
•
•
•
•

Sharpens your blade with the same motion you use to cut fabric
Sharpens any brand of rotary blade from 28mm to 60mm in diameter
Includes a long-lasting, high-quality sharpening stone
Nonskid bottom surface allows for safer sharpening while keeping hands clear of the
blade

TrueSharp Power Rotary Blade Sharpener

$

79.00

Stop wasting money on new blades! The TrueSharp Power Sharpener sharpens your rotary
blades with the push of a button. Sharpens 28mm, 45mm, and 60mm blades.
Original TrueCut Rotary Cutter
•
•
•
•
•

$

37.50

Includes Cutter Guide
Locking safety guard
Takes any brand 45mm blade
Textured side grips
Left or right handed.

My Comfort Cutter: Customize your cutter’s handle with your own designs, photos or fabric!
Comfort Curve Handle
The unique handle design aligns your wrist naturally, placing all cutting power directly over the
blade, eliminating stress in the wrist and arm.
Like the original cutter, the My Comfort Cutter works with the Ruler Track to give you straight
cuts every time. It can also use any brand blade and be set up for left or right handed use.
28mm My Comfort Cutter
45mm My Comfort Cutter
60mm My Comfort Cutter

$
$
$

29.95
39.00
48.00

TrueCut Rulers
All TrueCut Rulers come with the TrueCut Ruler Track. This raised edge, combined with the
guide on the cutters, is what makes it possible to achieve straight, precise cuts every time.
All TrueCut rulers share the following features:
•
•
•

Precise measurements in 1/8 inch increments
Labeled ¼ and ¾ inch marks for quick and easy measurements
Slots placed along entire ruler for marking fabric through the rule

6.5 x 6.5 inches
6 x 24 inches
12.5 x 12.5 inches

$
$
$

16.95
32.00
32.00

TrueCut Cutting Mat
•
•
•

Comes in three popular sizes
Self-healing and double-sided for extended use
Includes angle reference guide lines in easy-to-see colours

24 x 36 inches
18 x 24 inches
12 x 18 inches

$
$
$

75.00
49.95
24.95

TrueCut Non-Slip Pad
•
•
•

The Non-Slip Pad enhances both accuracy and safety.
Place it underneath any cutting mat to hold it securely in place for precise cuts
Available in three sizes.

24 x 36 inches
18 x 24 inches
12 x 18 inches

$
$
$

49.95
42.00
32.00

TrueGrips

$

7.50

For straight, accurate cuts, you need to keep your ruler from slipping.
TrueGrips help you by adding a completely non-slip surface to any ruler.
•
•
•

Comes in a pack of 15
Transparent for easy fabric visibility
Safeguards against slipping

